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Recognition of Traditional owners 
and Indigenous cultures
Charles Darwin University acknowledges the traditional 
custodians of the land on which we’re meeting and pays 
respect to Elders both past and present and extends that 
respect to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.
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Introduction
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Reconciliation - "More than a word"



• Australia’s unpalatable past often ignored as an underlying 
factor in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people’s 
health

• Good health and wellbeing for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people is not only the individual’s health and 
wellbeing but also the health and wellbeing of culture, 
country, community and spirit. 
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Colonisation



• National Partnership on Closing the Gap in Indigenous 
Health Outcomes

• framework by which to achieve equality for Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people

• two broad strategies
• Equitable policies
• Equitable primary health systems
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National Partnership Closing the Gap
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Indigenous Procurement Policy (IPP)

Commenced July 2015
Intent 

– increasing Australian Government purchasing 
from Aboriginal business enterprises
- Increase Aboriginal employment

Previous policy was Indigenous Opportunities Policy
Procurement Connected Policy
Exemption 16



• The primary purpose of the IPP is to stimulate Aboriginal 
entrepreneurship, business and economic development, 
providing Aboriginal Australians with more opportunities 
to participate in the economy.

• To be achieved through:
• Annual targets for the volume and value of contracts awarded
• Mandatory Set Asides
• Aboriginal participation targets in high value contracts
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The Objective of IPP



• The success of the IPP is assessed using two key 
performance indicators:
• The extent to which there is an increase in the number of 

Aboriginal enterprises contracted to the Commonwealth; 
and

• The extent to which there is an increase in the volume and 
value of contracts awarded to Aboriginal enterprises.
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Key Performance Indicators



• First year exceeded its annual targets

• Discarding of annual increase
• Set target of 3% for all domestic contracts for future 

financial years
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IPP Outputs
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IPP Outputs cont…

As at July 2020
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IPP Outputs…..



• Steady flow of contracts enables existing Aboriginal 
businesses in increase capability and capacity

• The number of Aboriginal owned businesses is rapidly 
growing (ABS 2018)

• Increase in Aboriginal employment (PMC 2015)

• Aboriginal businesses generate economic participation, 
and improve social outcomes (Hopkins 2019)
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What does this mean?
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How to find an Aboriginal Business



• Confirmation of Aboriginality

• Definition of Aboriginal Business
• Certification of Aboriginal Business
• Definition of Local Employment
• Non-Aboriginal Owned Businesses with high Aboriginal 

Employment

• Adverse consequences
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Aboriginal Procurement Policy Issues



• Issues

• Challenges

• Possibilities
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IPP summary
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Improved social outcomes
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The Potential Ripple Effect



Thank You
Renee Long

renee.long@cdu.edu.au
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